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Summary ... 

1. Material Growth 

Both nand p-type a-Si:H films with very high conductivities [cr> 10 \. 

have been grown by dilut1ng SiH4 in Ar or H2. These films have Ferm~ 

levels close to the conduction and valence bands (- 0.03 eV). The u~:. 

these heavily doped films as p+ and n+ junction layers in a p+in+ ce~ 

should increase the diffusion voltage of the diode, thereby increasir

both Jsc and Voc· 

2. Material Analysis 

The analysis of conductivity and thermoelectric power on films of di~-~ 

thickness have revea 1 ed no systematic changes. However, the drift me::-

shows a systematic increase with thickness. yJe do not yet understanc --:-·

these results. 

3. Device Fabrication and Analysis 

The analysis nf cells by studying QE vs. applied voltage has revealec 

the electron (~T) product is limiting transport in nip cells and not 

(J.n) product. Analysis reveals that typically (~T)n ~ lQ-9 cm2;v. 

4. Device Design 

A new device design, Tandem parallel-connected cells, has been evolvG 

to improve the current collection in a-Si cells. This design may he' 

increase Jsc to i5-16 rnA/em~ in a-Si :H. 
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I. Material Deposition 

The yruwth of heaviiy doped, high conductivity n+ and p+ layers is a 

prerequisite for improving the efficiency of a-Si solar cells. The use of high 

conductivity layers confers several advantages. 

1) Reduction in contact resistance. 

2) Increa~c in diffusion voltage. A hiyh c.:onduct1vity layer with the 

Fermi level close to the conduction or valence band, allows significant 

increase in diffusion voltage, which is given by Eg- Ef,n - ~Ef,p, 

where Eg is. the bandgap and 6Ef,n, 6Ef,p are the separation between 

thP Fermi level and the conduction and valence band res~eclively on the 

nand p sides of a pin cell. With standard doped layers, 6Ef,n :::::0:15 -

0.25 cV, and 6Ef~P ::::·O.J - 0.4 eV. Cu11sequently. the diff11S1nn 

voltage Vo is only -1.0- 1.2 V. If 6Et,n and6Ef,p can be reduced 

to - 0.05 eV, Vo would increase to -1.6 V. This increase in Vo 
-

would have two potentially beneficial effects on solar cell performance. 

i) Increased Vo would lead to increased Voc· 

ii) Increased Vo would lead to increased electric field in the 

i layer, and hence, higher collection efficiency. 

ConseqLiently, during thi~ 4uartcr, we have initiated gr·uwlh uf heav11.Y 

conducting doped a-Si:H films.(l,2). 
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1) n+ films. High a n+ films were grown from SiH4:H2 and SiH4:Ar mixtures. 

Typically, SiH4 was< 5% of total gas content. PH3 diluted in Ar was 

used as the dopant gas. Films were grown by RF plasma deposition. 

A typical a(T) curve is shown in Figure 1. The room-temperature 

conductivity is a =20· (n-cm)-1. The activation energy is 0.032 eV. 

The deposition conditions are listed on the figure. 

2) p+ films. High a p+ films were difficult to grow by RF deposition. 

However, DC (cathodic) films ·readily yielded high conductivity films 

with heavily diluted SiH4:H2 mixtures.(3) However, dilution with Ar 

did not yield high a, unlike the case for n+ films, where Ar seems to 

help in achieving high 

A ~ypical a(T) curve. for high ap+ a-Si:H film is shown in Figure 2. 

The room temperature conductivity is 13 (n-cm)-1, and the activation 

energy is 0.031 eV. Thermoelectric power measurements indicate a 

p-type layer. 

Thus, we have succeeded in growing both n+ and p+ high a layers. 

These layers are probably microcrystalline,(1) but we have not yet 

probed the structure of these films. 
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II. Material Properties 

1. Analysis cf Thermoelectric Power in a-Si 

A numerical simulation program to study the approximation used by 

Dohler(4) was developed. It was shown that Dahler's technique works 

well for predicting Fermi level shift with temperature, but is not 

as accurate in determining the shape of conductivity-energy 

relationship. Details of this simulation are in Appendix A. 

2. Study of Drift Mob1l1ty and6'(T) wiUl Thick11t!SS 

It was shown prcviously(J) that electron dr1ft mob111ty lr11:n-•n~l-!~ wiLir 

thickness of the sample. To study if this increase in mobility iS:·· 

due Lu clrct11y~~ in impurity C011cent1·ation, we studied cr(T)~ S(T) and 

mobility on samples prepared at the same time. To do this, films were 

grown on 7059 slides half-coated with Mo. The half sample on 7059 

was used for o(T) and S(T) studies hy mPthnris pr~viously described(6), 

and the half sample on Mo//U~Y was used tor mob111ty measuremenL~ u~i11y 

the laser ~ime-of-flight technique previously described. 

The result~ are shown in Figure 3, where we plot o(T) for two 

different thicknesses. It is seen that there is no significant difference 

1n Fermi level ~ositions (activatlon energies) hrtwrrn the two films, 

and yet, thP mnhilitiP.s are very different for the fi)ms, with the 

thicker film having higher ~n· 
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We do not understand these results, but we can postulate that the 

layers nearest the substrate may be very different from layers further 

away. In such a case, a coplanar measurement technique such as (T) 

may not reveal any significant differences, but a through-the-film 

measurement technique such as mobility measurement will reveal 

differences. 

We also studied mobility as a funct1on of growth rate. We see a 

distinct influence of growth rate, with the film with the faster growth 

rate having a larger ~n· See Figure 4. Once again, we do not und~r

stand these results, except to speculate that· a faster rate may lead to 

less contam1nat1on uf Lire film from the walls of the reactor. 

J 
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III. Device Fabrication and Analysis 

1. Deve 1 opment of ITO Contact. 

During this quarter, we have developed a technology for evaporating 

Indium-Tin Oxide (ITO) for use as a transparent contact to nip cells. 

We have used electron beam evaporation of (90% In203, 10% Sn02) charge 

in an 02 leak to achieve good transparency ITO contacts. The pressure 

in the bell jar during evaporation is maintained at 1o-4 Torr, and the 

samples are heat treated in air for ~-bU mi~utes to ach1eve 95% 

transparent, - 200 n;0 resistivity films. 

In Fi gun: 5, we show the influence of anne a 11 ng time on the res i st.:lrH:I:' 

and absorption of ITO films. In Figure 6, we show the typical ab~oiption 

nt r.llrve for ITO f1lms. It is ct~pa"r"ent f1·om rigul~c 5 that a temperature 

of > 2.20°C is needed so as to achieve low resistance and low absorption. 

2. Analysis of Quantum Efficiency of a-Si nip Solar Cells. 

The results reported during the previous quarter on QE of a-Si cells 

have been analyzed using an analytical model which can be used 

to est1mate ().lT) product of minol"ity carrier~. The analysis shows 

that electrons (and not holes) are the minority carriers 1n our cells. 

The analysis has been used to obtain ).l~n ~ 1-2 x 1o-9 cm2/V-sec. The 

details of the analysis are 1n Appemlix B. 
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IV. Advanced Device Design 
.... 

It has been known for some time now that increasing the current output 

of an nip a-Si solar cell will depend upon increasing the optical path in 

i layer without decreasing the electric field. During this quarter, we 

have designed a new type of a-Si cell structure which can achieve this desired 

·increase in optical path without sacrificing the electric field. The structure 

is a .,Multiple-gap, parallel-connected, tandem cell 11
• 

The design of the structure is shown in Fig~re 7. It consists of two 

back-to-back a-Si cells connected by a transparent ITO layer. Thus, the 

structure may be a nip/ITO/pin cell. 

The following advantages of our novel cell are immediately apparent. 

i) Each cell has a nip configuration, thus allowing for two field 

regions in each cell. 

ii) The i layer in each cell can be thin (~0~5 ~m), thus allowing for 

efficient current collection and minimum fi 11 factor loss. 

iii) The transparent conductor (ITO) allows for complete photon 

transmission into the second cell. 

iv) The low series resistance of ITO ( ~ 10 0/[) allows a wide cell

strip to be made (~ 1 em). 

v) Since the cells are electrically in parallel, changes in solar 

spectrum or accidental changes in cell thickness due to slight 

variations in processing have little influence on cell charac

teristics, in contrast to tandem, series-connected cells.(7,8) 
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One can calculate the anticipated performance improvement by using .... 

the absorption curve for a-Si and typical collection efficiencies. Using 

a typical a-Si absorption curve (Figure 8), increasing the absorption 

thickness from 0.5 to 1.0 ~m leads to an increase in 2.4 mA/cm2 in photon 

current under 100 mW/cm2 illumination. At ~85% collection efficiency, 

this translates into ~ 2.1 mA/cm2 current. Since the typical current 

for a 0.5 ~m thick single-cell is 12 mA/cm2, adding a second cell can lead 

to- 17% increase in current. Of course, if we put a good reflector 

behind the tandem cell, i.e. grow the cell on a highly reflecting substrate, 

we can further increase the absorption thic~ness to 2.0 ~m, from 0.5 ~m 

typical for a single cell on a poorly reflecting substrate (such as 

stainless steel). Then we can get -25% increase in current, to abou~: · 

15 mA/cm2 external (or real) current. That would be a significant increase 

indeed. 

Another interesting possibility is to use the two cells of different 

bandgaps, with the first cell having a bandgap larger than the second cell. 

In such a case, the cell outputs would be electrically isolated and we would 

have two solar'cells circuits, each individually loaded. A simplP. wny of 

doing this would be to use the connecting ITO layer as the ground contact. 

With differing bandgap isolated cells, we get the exciting possibility of 

better utilization of solar spectrum without the problems associated with 

bandgap and current matching inherent in multiple-gap series connected 

cells.(9) 

It is hoped that both these designs can be used to improve efficiency of 

a-Si solar ceJls in the future. 
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ANALYSIS OF CONDUCTIVITY AND THERMOELECTRIC POWER 
MEASUREMENTS ON AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS 

Paul Nielsen 
University of Delaware, Institute of Energy Conversion 

Newark, DE 19711 

ABSTRACT 

O~hler•s method of analyzing the results of conductivity and 
thermopower of amorphous semiconductors is examined by applying it to 
o(T) and S(T) calculated exactly from several models of the density 
of states N(E) and mobility ~(E). The method works well in determi
ming the termi level shift with temper~ture, but provides limited ac
curacy in reproducing the conductivity o(E). The reliability of the 
•lternative t~o channel model for a(T) and S(T) is examined by compu
terized least squares fitting ot the seven par~m~t~rs to dat~ of 
Jones, et al_. I find quite different parameter sets reproduce the 
data equallywell. 

METHODS 

The conductivity a(T)and thermopower S(T) in amorphous semicon
ductors can be described by the following expressions:1,2,3 

o-(T;n) ~e/_:N(t)p(E,T)F{T:n) (1-r(T;n))dE (1) 

S ( T; n) = M _:N ( E) u ( E , T )(( E- E Fy k T) F ( T ; n) ( 1-F ( T ; n) ) dE I a ( T ; n) ( 2) 

where F(T;n) is the Fermi function for doping level n and EF is the 
Fermi energy at temperature T. 

If conduction occurs In extended states above E , and in local
ized states at energy EL with a hopping activation egergy W, the two 
channel mode11,4 gives a=ac+aL and S=(Scac+SLaL)/o where: 

a = a exp(-(E -EF) /kT) (3) c oc c 0 

ol = aol exp(-(EL-EF+W)
0
/ki) (4) 

s = -(k/e) (E -EF) /kT+S (5) c c 0 oc 

SL - ~(k/e)(FL-EF) 0/kT+SuL (6) 

To 9nalyze experimental data requires the determination of the seven 
parameters defined above by~ curve fitling.procedure. 

08hler5 has introduced a method of analyzing conductivity and 
thermoelectric power measurements which simultaneously uses both a(T) 
and S(T) data to obtain values of the Fermi level shift with tempera
ture and the differential conductivity-o{E). The ~ethod. is .. also use
ful in examining whether doping induced shifts of the Fermi level also 
produce changes in the conductivity a(E). Because the Fermi function 
is approximated by the Maxwell-Boltzman distribution and the statisti
cal factor for the final state of the scattering process is set equal 
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to 1, the approach is not applicable to situations in which the Fermi 
level lies within a region of high conductivity.6 

The method relies upon specific relationship between functions 
V(T) and W(T) and the experimental values of o(T) and Peltier energy 
n(T) = eS(T)T, for various levels of doping no: 

o(T;n0) 

o (T) = 
0 

-n(T) = 

= a
0

(T)exp{[E
0

-EF(T;n0 )]/kT} 

o exp [-V(T)/kT] 
00 

W(T)+E
0

-EF(T;n0) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where E is an arbitrary reference energy which should be independent 
of dopigg, 

Equations (}), (8), (9) may be combined as 

lno(T)-eS(T)/k = lno +[W(T)-V(T)]/kT 
00 

( 1 0) 

Because V(T) and W(T) are defined to be doping independent, the quan
tity ln(a(T)/a0 Q)-eS(T)/k is independent of doping and hence indepen
dent of EF(O;n0J if ~(E) and N(E) do not change with doping level. A 
simple Laplace transform allows one to obtain o(E) = eN(E)ll(E), if , 
W(.T)-V(T) = nk(T-T0 ). 

In order to ~valuate the reliability and. accuracy of o8hler's 
method of analysis it is necessary to have a set of o(T;no) and S(T;noO 
volues applicable to known density of states N(E). mobility~. and 
Ef(O) values. Such values were obtained for a number of N(E) and ~(E) 
functions by accurate numerical integration of equations (1) and (2) as 
described. in Ref. 6. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Jones, et a1. 4 have presented an analysis by the two channel model 
of a number of phosphorous doped amorphous s i 1 icon samp 1 es. Their · 
eXperimental results are quite similar to the ones analyzed with sue~ 
cess by o8hler5 using a distributed conductivity .. In order to evaluate· 
the uniqueness of the parameters pn~c;ented in (4), the S and o points of 
their sample 8 were digitized and entered into a .computer program vJhich 
calculates the RMS deviations of Sand of log 10 a fran the calculated 
points at the same values of T. 

Table I. Selected parameter sets, and RMS deviations for Sample 8 of 
Ref. 4. so values in mV/K, and RMS b.S in ~V/K, other energies in ev.· 

·Set 0 E -E 0 oL EL-EF w s SoL RMS logo RHS b.S oc c F oc 

Jones 24 0.24 3 0.08 0. 12 -0.56 -0.56 0.0178 26.17 
1 23.2 0.24 3 0.08 0. 1<2 -0.56 -0.56 0.0159 24. 17 
2 23.2 0.24 3 0.04 0. 16 -0.5 -0.80 0.0159 24.40 
3 23.2 0.2"4 3 o.oo 0.20 -0.43 -1.035 0.0159 24.05 

.... 
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Fig. 1 S(T) and cr(T) and the two 
channel fits to the data. 

':' tain or slightly. improve the fit 
to the S data. Fig. 1 shows that 
the calculated values of S(T) for 
parameter sets 1 and 3 differ only 
slightly from each other. From 
this example I conclude that one 
cannot expect to get a unique set 
of two channel parameters if one 
allows S0 c t S0 L, as is physically 
reasonable. 

Let us now consider the results of a Dl:lhler analysis of calcula
ted S(T) and cr(T) points. Two examples will be considered here. In 
both of them N(E) varies from 1017 to 1022 states ev-1 cm-3 according 
to; 

log N(E) ~. 17(g-h)+22(h-g+1) ( 11) 

with g • [l+exp(E/W)]-1, h = [1+exp[(E+Eg)/W]]-1, W = 0.15, and Eg = 
1.4eV. However an additional peak centered at -0.2eV, with height of 
0-699 in log N(E) and·Lorentzian half width 0.05 is included in the 
second example. This peak has negligible effect on the results. ~(E) 
Is given by: 

IX -1 [1+exp [!40(0~2-E) sign(0.2-E)]] ( 12) 

where x is 1.4 for. the second case (CS211) and 20 for the first case 
(CS209). Thus the second case has a gradu~l fall off in cr(E), as 
shown in Fig. 5, while the first case has a rapid decrease to zero, 
also shown in Fig. 5, and thus represents more closely the case of a 
crystalline semiconductor. Figs. 2 and 3 give the calculated cr(T) 
and S(T) for the second case. Also shown on the Figs. are the input 
values of EF(O), activation energies in eV for different parts of the 
curves, and the values of A (=eS0 /k in Eqs. (5) or (6)). The results 
for the first ·case are generally similar to the higher T portion of 
these figures, with the activation energies remai~ing almost constant 
as the temperature is decreased. 

The ol:lhler analysis for both cases are shown in Fig. 4, with the 
upper set of curves lfor CS209)displaced vertically· lO.OmeV for clarity. 
In both cases the curves for W, V, and W-V for the different EF(O) 
values from -0.5 to 0.0 lie atop one another, as o8hler predicted for 
an unchanging conduction mechanism. The variation of EF with T cal-

I~ 
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culated from the DHhler analysis is within 10% of. the variation calcu
l~ted during the generation of a(T) and S(T). 
·•. _In order· t~ .app!y the simp!e· Laplace transform givep ~Y Di6hler· · . 
. 1n h1s Eq. 28 (1n wh1ch the cos1ne factor-should be cosfx(£ + nlnx-n)]), 

·w-v tni(S+ _pe Un~a.r_ i.n .T. T.his .. is,-th~_.f?Se fo_r Hodel. csilL 
Model CS20~ gives a slightly curved W-V. The deviations from linear
ity is, however, relatively small and it is not clear that one would 
necessarily decide that W-V was curved if the points also suffered 
from exper-imental ,,.noise. 

The insignificant d~~iations of W-V of CS211 from lin~arity pro
duces deviations of ar(E) from a(E) of less than·a factor of 3 at . 
worst, and mostly less than 25%. However, the small deviation of W-V 
from linearity in Model CS209 results in a factor of 10 error above 
the mobility edge, and a very large error below it. 

I concl~de that this method gives good results for the Fermi 
level shift with temperature and a reasonable indication that the 
transport mechanism is not changing with Fermi level. But it will 
not determine a(E) to better than a factor of 3-10 if there is any 
sharp structure in a(E), such as a sharp mobility edge, or narrow 
peaks in N(E) near the mobility edge. 
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Abstract 

Transport properties of electrons and holes in i layers of pin a-Si solar 

cells are important in determining the current collection efficieriLY of thc~c 

cells. In this paper, we describe a new technique for measuring the (p~} product 

of minority carr~ers in the undoped layer of an a-Si:H cell. It is shown that 

the transport properties in depletion layers of solar cells can be very different 

from the transport in virgin i layers, and that under certain circumstances, 

electrons can become the minority carriers, ir1 strong contrast to virgin i layers, 

where holes are the minority carriers. 
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Introduction 

The current collection efficiency of a-Si :H solar cells is limited by~the 

transport properties, particularly (~T) products and diffusion lengths Ln and Lp 

of electrons and holes. Generally speaking, it is assumed that the (~~ product 

of holes is much smaller than that of electrons (1-3), and hence, holes are the 

limiting or minority car~iers (4,5). However, no reliable evidence exists that 

such is indeed the case in the i layer of a pin cell. In this paper, we discuss 

a new technique for identifying the limiting carrier and for estimating its (~T) 

product in pin cells. We shall show that under certain circumstances, the 

electrons may have a lower (~T) product than holes and may serve as minority 

carriers. It is postulated that such a conditio~ can arise because of cross

contamination between the p+ and i layers during the growth of the cell. 

Basic Model 

The basic model for analyzing the current collection efficiency of pin cells 

is shown in Figure 1 (5). The model states that there are two ju~ctions in a 

n+;p+ a-Si:H solar cells, the front n+i junction and the back ip+ junction. 

Thus, there are two.deplEtion regions, separated by a neutral region of low field. 

The spatial extent of the field regions depends upon the density of states (5). 

If the density of states in the mid-gap region is high, the depletion thicknesses 

t1 and t2 are small, and neutral region thickness t2 is large. If the mid-gap 

density is low, the depletion thicknesses overlap and there is no neutral region. 
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In this case, the potential in the i layer can be approximated by a Mott barrier 

{6), but with sharp potential profiles at the edges. 

Using the basic model of Figure 1, we c~n predict the behavior of the 

collection efficiency of a-Si solar cells with applied voltage. As the applied 

voltage in the forward direction increases, the depleti6n regions will shrink, 

and the neutral region will increase. Consequently, if the diffusion length of 

carr~ers is small, the carrier collection efficiency will decline. Conversely, for 

reverse applied voltage, the collection ~fficiency will increase. Similar 

considerations hold for the Mott-barrier case, where a forward voltage reduces 

the field, and a reverse voltage increases the field. Since the carriers rely on 

field assisted transport, if the range of carriers (~TE) is comparable to the film 

thickness, the carrier collection efficiency will increase with reverse voltage 

, and decrease with forward voltage. Therefore, a measurement of collection •.. 

efficiency with bias voltage provides a tool for measuring ( ~V products . .. 

Analysis 

Electric F1eld Profile: The c1ectr1c f1cld ~nd potcnt1~1 profiles in the 

layer depend upon the density of states in the mid-gap {7). Recent results on 

the measurement of density of states in a-Si:H by DLTS (8,9) and by mobility 

transport (10) show that the density of states in a-Si:H is well represented by 

Figure 2, with sharp tails near the band edges and a fiat density -1o16;cm3-ev 

in the middle. In such a. caset for a thin i layer (- 0.4 lJIII), lhc electric 

field extends over the entire. i layer; i.e., a Mott barrier exists. 



For simplicity, we can assume that the field is uniform, given byE =(Vo ~ V)/ti• 

where V is applied voltage, Vo the diffusion voltage, and ti the thickness of i 

layer. Vo is given by: Vo = Eg- lEf,n- liEf,b• where E9 is the bandgap, 

lEf,n = (Ec - Et,n) on then-side; 6Ef,p = (Ev- Ef,p) on the·p-side. Typically, 

we measure 6Ef,n = 0.25V, 6Ef,p = 0.4V.and Eg = 1.7V. Thus, Vo = 1.05V and 

E < 2.5 x 104v;cm in our sample at zero bias. 

For simplicity, we can also assume that only one kind of carrier· is important; 

i.e., (wd product for one carrier <<that of the other. Then, the following 

equation holds for quantum efficiency QE( ~. of photogenerated carriers, assuming 

a nip/metal cell (light incident from n side) and electrons the minority carriers 

in the i layer. 

QE( A) = a Sn 
[1 -exp (- t 

(1 + aSn))] ( 1) 
1 + a Sn Sn 

.-... 

where a is the absorption coefficient and Sn = (\-l·dn.E is the range of electrons. 
• 

. Therefore, from the dependence of QE( ~ on V, we should be able to obtain 

(wdn · 

Experiment 

The experiment consisted of measuring the quantum efficiency QE{A) of 

nip/metal a-Si solar cells. A typical cell was made by depositing successively 

p, i and n layers on a Ti/7059 substrate. The thickness of n layer was 200~ 

and i layer, 4200~. A semi-transparent 75g thick Ti dot of 0.20cm2 active area 

was deposited on the n layer and monochromatic ljght was incident on the Ti 

dot. The absorption of the Ti dot was measured at - 10% and the reflection 
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from the Ti/a-Si combination was -45%, allowing -45% light transmission. The 

monochromatic beam was chopped and QE( N measured as a function of voltage in 

the presence of a white-light bias at AMl illumination level so as to approximate 

the conditions faced by the solar ce11 in actual operation (11). 

In Figure 3 we show the internal QE( A) of the cell under three voltage 

conditions, zero bias and + 0.4V. It is immediately obvious that the range of 

carriers is comparable to thickness, so that a reduction in field causes a 

reduction in QE. Much more information can be obtained by plotting the ratio 

QE(V)/QE(V = 0) vs. wavelength, which is done in Figure 4. A striking feature of 

Figure 4 is that the carriers generated deeper in the i layer (long A photons) 

suffer much greater reduction 1n QE than carriers yener·ated nearer the n+ layer 

(short A photons). This can be tr~e only if the minor1ty carrier is of the 

type which has to traverse towards then+ layer to be collected; i.e., if the 

minority carrier is an electron. Thus, the shape of QE(V)/QE(V = 0) curve gives 
.. 

us the~ of carrier with the smaller ~T product. 

Quantitative information is obtained by measuring QE(A) vs. voltage for 

several wavelengths, and then fitting to Equation 1 to determine Sn, knowing_a. 

This is done in Figure 5, where we plot analytical curves from Equation 1 for three 

wavelengths, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 ~. The relation between QE( A) and Sn is computed 

from the experimental QE( A) vs. voltage data using an iterative process with (~1) 

as a fitting parameter. The fit between the analytical expression and the data 

points (+ + +) is seen in Figure 5. We obtain an estimate of Sn ~ 0.25 ~ at 

V = 0, giving { wr) for electrons ::: 1Q-9cm2/V. Note that the f1t between exper-i

mental and analytical curves deteriorates at extreme voltages because the model is 

no longer valid at those voltages. Th~s value of (p~ can now be used to fit 

Figure 4 (solid lines) and it is seen that the fit is quite good. Thus, our 
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. simple mode1 fits the experimental QE curves quite well. Due to the si~plicity._ 

of the model, the value of (~~ is accurate only to approximately~ 25%. 

Conclusion· 

In conclusion, we have described a new technique for determining the (~~ 

product of minority carriers in i layers of nip a-Si :H solar cells. A surprising 

conclusion is that the electrons are the minority car~iers, a probable consequence 

of the severe p-type contamination that exists in i layers made immediately after 

depositing the p-layer. Clearly, for making high quality cells, this cross

contamination problem will have to be addressed and solved. 

This work was partially supported by Solar Energy Research Institute under 

subcontract XG-9-9195. 
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Summary 

~ Bot~. n. and p-lype a-Si :H filrils with very high conductivities [ 9 , lG::e

have been grown by diluting SiH4 in· Ar or Hz. These fil~s have Fermi 

levels close to the conduction and valence bands (/0.03 eV). The use of 

. these heavily doped films as p+ and n+ junctio~ lay~rs in~ p+in+ cell 

should increase the diffusion voltage of the diode, thereby increasinj 

both Jsc and Voc· 

t1aterial A11alysis-~ 

The analysis of conductivity and thermbelectric power on films of diverse 

thickness have revealed no systematic changes. ·However, the drift rno1J/it7. 

shows a systematic increase with thickness. We do n6t yBt ynderstaBd · ~ 

~-
3. Device Fabric-ation afld--llili-aqsi~ 

· · ~11t""' · eN3 .. 
The analysis cif cells by studyingJQ-E)"'vs: .applied voltage has reve·aled 

the elect~on (wTl product is limiting tra~sport in nip cells and not t~e ~o~. 

(wT) product. Analysis reveals that typically (f.lT)n~ I0-9 cm2;v. 

--4. Device OC!Si§n -<> 

A new device design, Tandem parallel-connected cells, has been evolved 

to improve the current collection in a-Si cel·ls. This design may help 

·increase Jsc to_lS-16 mA/cm~ in a-Si :H. 




